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Do you diet but still find it impossible to lose weight?Do your crave candy, sodas, popcorn,

bagels, pasta, chips, cookies?Do you have trouble sleeping through the night?Do you awaken

exhausted in the morning even if you’ve slept?Does it take a cup of coffee or more to get you

going in the morning? In today’s high-stress world, many would answer yes to at least one of

these questions. Irritability, insomnia, weight gain or loss, recurring colds and flu, environmental

sensitivities, and low energy are problems that are becoming more commonplace every year,

and can develop into more serious health concerns such as heart disease and type II

diabetes. But we don’t have to live like this. Anti-aging pioneer Jesse Lynn Hanley, M.D.

believes that the lifestyles we’ve grown accustomed to are responsible for our burned-out

systems and tired adrenal glands that were not meant to function under constant duress. Her

Ten Simple Solution program can show anyone how to repair a lifetime of damage and

experience the best health ever: · Eat, Eat, Eat, All Day Long· Exercise Less·

Calm Your Central Nervous System·         Pay Off Your Sleep Debt
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Inman was overweight, tired, stressed out, and having stomach pains.1 She was uninspired by

her career. “Food had become a constant companion,” Jessica said. “I was in a pattern of

gaining and losing ten or fifteen pounds.” Between the stress of family and career there never

seemed to be enough time to think about making changes. Does Jessica’s story sound

familiar?Maybe, like Jessica, your life is complete on the outside but empty on the inside. Has

success brought you rewards, but have you no energy to enjoy them? Are you exhausted,

struggling with health issues, and futilely battling your weight? Do you find you just do not have

the vitality and optimism you once had? Do you suffer from insomnia and obsessive thoughts?

Does it take one, two, three, or more cups of coffee just to get through the morning? You may

think, I am getting older and this is what happens. It may be a surprise to learn that these

symptoms are not a function of age. You do not have to slide into a helpless pattern of fatigue,

weight gain—and illness. You can have your energy back, lose weight, sleep soundly, achieve

optimal health, and look and feel younger.When Jessica was offered a few simple solutions,

she felt hopeful again. Within one month of making a few changes to her diet and taking the

right supplements she began to feel better. Within two months she had lost weight and had

much more energy. “I wasn’t really prepared for how good I would feel,” Jessica said. “I started

to get excited about my new business and getting my life back together. I have so many things

going on that feeling healthy and balanced gives me an incredible foundation. I think that the

more that you can be at your peak performance, the more you can give back to the lives of

other people. And the more active you can be, the better you feel about yourself. Now that I’ve

made some changes and have gotten such great results I’m really focused on changing other

habits and I feel motivated.”Like Jessica, I am grateful for the health problems that I had early

in life because they led me to make even more changes—which led me to where I am today.



When I was growing up my mother gave me sugared and processed cereal for breakfast, hot

dogs on white flour buns with pickles, and a Coke for lunch, and TV dinners—exactly what

television in the 1950s suggested a good mother should feed her child. My parents were

smokers, so I grew up in a smoke-filled home. I was chronically sick with tonsillitis and stomach

problems, and I caught every infection that was going around. Antibiotics were such a regular

part of my life then that I took them the way I take vitamins today. I was always so tired that I

would often come home from school and fall asleep on my bed. I had no idea that sugar,

secondhand smoke, processed foods, and even the antibiotics were causing my fatigue and

health problems. In fact, in my teenage years I thought it was cool that I lived from candy bar to

candy bar, not realizing that I was really starving my body.One morning at age seventeen,

while washing my face at the bathroom sink, I caught my exhausted reflection in the mirror and

instantly realized that I was sick and tired of being sick and tired. I knew I had to do something

about it. On the way home from school that day I passed by a neighborhood health food store,

something I had done every day for years. That day I went inside and met a man who gave me

my first lessons in natural health. What he said made such an impression on me that I began to

read everything I could get my hands on about health and healing. I learned how to prepare

whole foods and about the nutrients I needed. Four years later I realized that it had been four

years since I had been sick.Just as that wise man had helped me, it became my passion to

help others be healthy. I cooked for them, helped them quit smoking, and did for them whatever

was within my budding repertoire of healing. My passion led me to the Abraham Lincoln School

of Medicine at the University of Illinois. I wanted to teach what I experienced—that health,

energy, and vitality are a choice. I studied biochemistry, physiology, and endocrinology;

simultaneously, I studied Oriental medicine at the UCLA Medical School, where I learned about

Chinese herbal medicine and acupuncture. I also studied polarity therapy, which, like Chinese

medicine, understands the body as an interconnected system of flowing energy. I found I could

use alternative natural methods—such as nutrition, supplements, and lifestyle changes—to

help people heal. Over the last twenty-five years I have successfully assisted thousands of

people in their recovery from illnesses by using natural methods.When I became the medical

director of the Malibu Health Center in 1988, my practice filled up with extremely driven and

stressed-out people. Every day people come into my office asking why they are overweight,

anxious, and depressed; why they suffer from obsessive thoughts; why they are exhausted but

cannot sleep; why they helplessly crave junk food and sugar; why it takes a pot of coffee to

keep them going. Over the past twenty-five years I have witnessed miracles in the lives of

these very same people. It all began with a few simple changes.On a daily basis I hear people

say they believe it is difficult to make changes. That is why my emphasis is on making small

changes that make huge differences. More important, small changes make it easier for you to

see that further changes are possible. The Ten Simple Solutions you will learn about in later

chapters are designed to renew your energy, eliminate insomnia, reverse accelerated aging,

help you look and feel younger, lose weight, restore immunity, and prevent illness.This book

was written because I know that people feel their lives are out of control and that there is

nothing they can do to feel better. The truth is that you can have your energy back, lose weight,

sleep soundly, and more. You can take your life back. I have seen it happen for many, and I

would like to show you how to do it yourself. It is as easy as Ten Simple Solutions.Part OneThe

Psychology and Physiology of Highly Ambitious People1The Adrenaline Rush LifestyleIt is

habit formingNineteen-year-old Jenny Harrington, known to her friends as “Scout,” lives with

eight other coeds in a house near the beach close to the university they attend. She has lived

there now for three summer months, and while the party animals play in the surf every day,



Scout has yet to go to the beach once. To the other girls in her house Scout is a phantom who

comes and goes with rarely a sighting.Scout is in the early stages of success, which of course

begins with ambition. At fifteen, she got her first job at a hot dog stand in the local mall. She

was quickly promoted to assistant manager and was transferred to another store close to her

college. In her freshman year, Scout took four classes each quarter in addition to working a

forty-hour week, sleeping no more than five hours a night.Highly ambitious people tend to love

the adrenaline rush, risk-taking, and rising to challenges. At nineteen years old, Scout’s duties

at work include interviewing, hiring, and training and firing employees as well as approving

raises, promotions, and demotions, ordering stock, repairing and maintaining the store, and

riding herd on her crew’s morale. She often works overtime, without pay, to accomplish her

tasks. “Being a new manager, I get the nervous jitters when I have to face a new challenge like

talking to the CEO or payroll people or employees,” Scout said. “Every once in a while, I’m not

sure if I know exactly how to handle things. But every time I’m successful I’m so excited. It’s

what keeps me thinking I’m going in the right direction.” Financially, Scout is on her own. She

attends college on a full scholarship, has recently bought a new car, and covers all of her own

expenses.Scout’s story may provoke fond memories of the way it used to be for you. You used

to be idealistic and ambitious too. Unfortunately, as people progress along in life, they often

become more and more successful but less able to enjoy the fruits of their labors. You have it

all, but you feel too tired or too overscheduled to enjoy what you have earned. It is just not as

much fun as it used to be. You may wonder how it happened. You may feel that there is nothing

you can do about it now; that it is too late. There is actually plenty you can do about it. You can

feel better, look better, be healthier, sleep more soundly, and so much more.Before I discuss

how that can happen, let’s flash forward from where Scout is to twenty-five years later so you

can understand how you progressed to where you are today.Fifty-two-year-old Rachel Kantor

is a petite blonde who has been caught in the adrenaline rush lifestyle for many years. At one

time, Rachel had over one hundred people working in her commercial real estate research and

consulting firm, which she described as a “competitive, deadline business.” She tightly

choreographed the work because it “all had to come together brilliantly with no mistakes and

exactly at the right time.” Rachel, who describes herself as a “deadline person,” did not

recognize or care about the intense stress she was under. She worked all-nighters whenever a

job required her to do so. She ran on empty, preferring the high she got from hunger to the “full

sleepy feeling” she got from eating. “There’s an adrenaline thing going on when you are not

eating and you are working hard and feeling edgy,” she said. “I love being on the edge with that

feeling of everything being sharp. It’s almost like taking uppers and having a high.” Indeed, the

adrenaline rush is very much like the high you get from drugs. And it just so happens that the

adrenaline rush is the high that seduces many people.Stress hormones such as adrenaline are

secreted from your adrenal glands to prepare the body for acute and chronic physical and

emotional stress. Most of us have heard of the adrenal glands, but very few people understand

how they function and why they are important. Your two adrenal glands are triangular-shaped

organs weighing less than five grams each that rest one above each kidney. These glands—

about the size of two or three pinto beans each—secrete adrenaline and other stress

hormones that influence nearly every bodily function.The release of adrenaline is roughly

proportional to the intensity of a situation. In other words, the amount of stress hormones that

are secreted, and at what intervals, is determined by the degree of “danger” perceived by the

brain. Encountering a great white shark while on vacation would elicit a larger and longer

adrenaline response than going to a surprise birthday party in your honor. The adrenaline

response occurs in the time it takes to snap your fingers.The neo-cortex of the brain



supposedly differentiates humans from all other animals. It is where memory, learning,

speaking, and other intellectual functions, including processing the stimuli from your world,

take place. The neo-cortex initially registers any given experience. Beneath the neo-cortex is

the limbic system, which is sometimes referred to as the emotional brain. The limbic system

translates sensory input into emotion. Instantaneously, your hypothalamus registers this

information. Simultaneously, the sympathetic mode of your autonomic nervous system reacts,

causing the rapid release of adrenaline, the fight-or-flight hormone from your adrenal medulla—

the inner portion of your adrenal glands.2The adrenaline response can also be secreted

without an emotional trigger. You could be in a serious car accident and be unconscious, and

your adrenals would be pumping adrenaline like crazy in an attempt to manage your blood

pressure and to otherwise stabilize your body in a life-threatening situation.Although fear and

danger are the greatest motivators of the adrenaline response, all of your excitatory

experiences result in what Rachel referred to as a rush. In other words, experiences that are

stimulating, such as getting an unexpected bonus at work, result in this high. Nonstimulating

experiences, such as vegging out in front of the TV or ironing, generally do not. The sensation

of the adrenaline rush is caused by the release of three factors into your system at the same

time: (1) energy from sugar stored in your liver and muscles; (2) the feel-good neurotransmitter

dopamine; and (3) internally created opiates called endorphins. With the release of these three

factors you suddenly feel energized, fully alert, and euphoric.The adrenaline response dates

back tens of thousands of years to when the fight-or-flight response meant the difference

between a prehistoric human’s life or death. This survival reaction was appropriate thousands

of years ago because it was a response to dramatic danger—like being chased by a wild

animal that was intent on eating you. Today, this adrenaline response is rarely appropriate, but

it is hardwired in us. Whether you get out of bed and stumble over your cat in the middle of the

night, become engaged to be married, close a major deal at work, or hear your checkbook

bouncing, you will experience some degree of the same adrenaline-related reaction as did our

ancestors living in the wild.We live in exciting times. Opportunity is exploding exponentially. We

are like kids in a candy store, not wanting to miss out on a waking moment. A highly ambitious,

successful forty-three-year-old physician/entrepreneur explained his philosophy by quoting the

old adage: “I would rather crash and burn than rust away.” A thirty-year-old restauranteur has

spent three years developing a new dining concept—a feat that has required many twenty-hour

days and virtually no weekends off. “I don’t want my headstone to be blank,” he explained. “I

want my life to be a good story and that is really the driving factor.Figure 1Adrenaline

responseI want to feel that I have accomplished something.” Both of these people, while

working crazy hours and putting themselves under a lot of stress, feel that the effort has been

worth it—and that it has been fun. In our competitive dog-eat-dog society the adrenaline rush

has become too much a part of daily life. As in these two examples above, most people would

not consider slowing down. It is bad enough that the stress of life regularly induces high levels

of adrenaline in our bodies, which may be fun but is not healthy in the long run. What makes

this problem more insidious is that we like this high a lot. The pleasure of the adrenaline

response is habit forming.When I went through medical school I encountered a famous

textbook study that illustrated this phenomenon. Researchers implanted electrodes in the

brains of rats and taught them to stimulate their own brains’ pleasure center by either pressing

one metal bar for food or another for a direct electrical stimulation to their pleasure center. The

rats enjoyed the electrical self-stimulation so much that, when given the choice of food or

electrostimulation of their pleasure centers, they went for the buzz. The rats eventually died

from starvation. But they died happy.The difference between the rats with electrodes implanted



in their brains and you and me is that the output of adrenaline from the adrenal medulla is

limited. When you persist in driving yourself, the constant demand you place on your adrenals

will eventually cause your adrenals to fatigue. As your adrenals wear out, they will become

increasingly less able to produce as much adrenaline in response to stimuli.Imagine the

following scenario. A citrus rancher named Simon Legree hires two pickers to harvest his

orange crop. Throughout the first week the pickers continually harvest and bring Legree many

bushels of oranges. The next week Legree is excited by his yield and decides that the pickers

should keep on picking all night instead of having dinner and going to bed. So the next week

the pickers pick all day and all night without rest or food. That week, they return with a smaller

yield. Legree bellows at them that they must continue picking. By the end of the third week, the

pickers’ yield is yet smaller. Legree is panicked now because he needs those oranges, and he

begins to berate and terrorize the pickers until they finally limp back to work. Exhausted and

starving, they can only pick a few oranges a day. As the weeks go on, the pickers become so

depleted and haggard that they cannot even reach up and pick one orange.This is a metaphor

for what happens to your adrenal glands when you get caught in the adrenaline rush lifestyle

and do not allow your adrenal glands to rest and repair. When you reflected on Scout’s story

you may have thought about how much energy you used to have, how good you once looked

and felt, and how soundly you used to sleep. It was because your adrenals were healthy and

fully functioning back then. Although losing total adrenal function is rare, adrenal exhaustion—

what you are probably suffering from to some degree now—is extremely common.3 Adrenal

fatigue affects all the interconnected systems of the body and creates a biological domino

effect that causes fatigue, cravings, weight gain, mood swings, and many of the health

problems people are grappling with today.For those who love the lifestyle of the constant

adrenaline rush, there is one more downside. When your adrenals tire and reduce their output

of adrenaline, you will need more competition, more risk, more danger, more stimulus—more

of the edge to get your adrenaline buzz. Paul Revere and the Raiders once sang: “Kicks just

keep getting harder to find.” Although you may place even greater demands on yourself to get

the same response, eventually there is no more adrenal reserve. If you do not take measures

to correct the situation, you may hit bottom emotionally and physically.Ten years ago, at age

forty-five, Rachel saw her business go into a decline and crash. “My husband and I lost

everything that means anything in L.A. Before this happened we had a maid who came in

every day and a live-in nanny for our daughter. I never saw the inside of my kitchen and I never

did the laundry. I created a lifestyle in which I did not have to do the things that I thought were

unnecessary for me to do and then suddenly I was it. I spent two years schlepping around the

house in my sweats, depressed and doing laundry. Consulting jobs would come in every once

in a while, so I could make some money. But I was devastated. I felt like a total failure and I

didn’t know how to get myself out of the basement.”It is not uncommon for the course of

people’s lives to correspond with fluctuations in their health. As Rachel persisted in squeezing

the life out of her adrenals, and her adrenal reserve decreased, it is likely that her ability to

keep her business afloat also diminished. It is typical of someone who loves the adrenaline

rush to maintain a level of denial about what they are doing to themselves as their inner world

begins to collapse. All of a sudden there is no fuel to maintain the same level of intensity or to

handle adversity. As Rachel ran out of juice, so did the whole organization she was running.It is

also not uncommon to fall into a depression while withdrawing from years of intensely

pleasurable adrenaline responses. When you place undue demands on your adrenals for an

extended period of time, the feel-good neurotransmitter dopamine also declines. At the same

time, your brain’s dopamine receptors become desensitized to stimulation. Now no matter how



much you stimulate these receptors, they are too dulled to fully respond. In her business,

Rachel had needed increasing challenge, excitement, and risk to keep her on the edge. When

her highly charged life came to a screeching halt, she padded around the house in her sweats

with exhausted adrenals and depleted dopamine and sank into a bleak depression.You may

relate to patients who come in to see me and say, “I just don’t know what to do. I have tried

everything and nothing seems to work. I’ve been well all my life. How come I’m so exhausted?

I’m getting sick all the time. I have no energy. I constantly crave sugar and caffeine. I don’t

understand it.” What people do not realize is that they can progress through the stages of

adrenal burnout and not realize what is happening inside their bodies until they start to feel

ill.When Rachel came to see me, I explained my program of Ten Simple Solutions, which would

restore her adrenal function and possibly make her feel better than she had ever felt in her

life.Simple Solution 1: Eat, Eat, Eat, All Day LongSimple Solution 2: Exercise LessSimple

Solution 3: Calm Your Central Nervous SystemSimple Solution 4: Pay off Your Sleep

DebtSimple Solution 5: Let Go of Your Favorite PoisonSimple Solution 6: Supplement a Tired

Food ChainSimple Solution 7: Oxygenate Your BodySimple Solution 8: Learn about Hidden

ToxinsSimple Solution 9: Have Fun Every DaySimple Solution 10: Cultivate SELF-

fulfillmentBecause these solutions are so simple, it was easy for Rachel to begin to make

changes, one step at a time. Within a month she began to look and feel better. She was excited

about starting over. “I was running on empty,” Rachel admitted. “After I went to see Dr. Hanley I

finally had the knowledge to help me get my body back together. I learned how to eat well and

what vitamins and herbs to take. I began to build my resources back. Suddenly I got offered a

job and I had to get dressed and get out of the house—and I was physically prepared to go out

into the world again. I was looking pretty dried up and old before. Now I look in the mirror and I

can see that I look younger. So I got back my health and my life.” Like Rachel, here is what you

can look forward to when you follow the simple solutions:Lose weightIncrease your

metabolismBurn away fat around your middle Develop your ideal body compositionLose

celluliteGain power and control over your lifeQuit habits such as nicotine, sugar, caffeine, and

other stimulantsFeel calm and at peaceHave more patienceStop being controlled by temper

tantrums and emotional meltdownsFeel more creative and productiveHave the emotional

reserve to handle life’s issuesFeel more pleasureGain renewed sense of satisfaction in lifeFeel

optimistic and positive about life and yourselfHave the energy to enjoy your family

againRemember what makes life worth living Be more likely to accomplish your dreams and

goalsHave the energy to enjoy the fruits of your successHave more self-confidenceEnjoy better

relationshipsBe able to relax and stop sweating the small stuffSleep deeply and restfully every

nightEnd insomniaInstead of dragging around exhausted, have energy to burnStop nightmares

and have pleasant dreamsStop trekking to the bathroom all night longStop and even reverse

accelerated agingImprove concentration and mental clarityGain better short-term memoryHave

thicker and shinier hair Develop softer and smoother skinWatch wrinkles disappearGrow

stronger nailsEnd dark circles under your eyesRestore emotional stabilityFeel safer and more

secureGet off your emotional roller coasterEnd cravingsFeel happy and well adjustedStop

obsessing, worrying, and feeling anxiousFeel the thrill of being healthyDevelop an increased

sex driveIncrease fertility (for women)Improve testosterone and sperm count (for men)Have

less aches and pains, fewer doctor visitsRely less on prescription and over-the-counter

drugsRestore and improve immunityReduce occurrence of flu, cold and bronchitisHave fewer

allergiesTake fewer sick days Diminish herpes outbreaksBe on your way to freedom from

arthritisPrevent disease and early deathReduce risk for cancer, heart disease, stroke,

osteoporosis, neurological disorders—all of which are consequences of the adrenaline rush



lifestyleReduce the tendency to develop osteoporosisLive longer with better quality of

lifePerhaps some of these benefits sound too good to be true, but I have seen the results

thousands of times. All it takes are a few small changes.2The Five Stages of Adrenal

BurnoutDenial will not make it go awayMost ambitious people have at one time or another

stopped to think about what might happen if they kept driving themselves. For forty-seven-year-

old Danielle Di Benedetto, it was the proverbial bad dream. She opened her eyes to a group of

solemn-faced doctors gathered around her hospital bed. The chief of cardiac surgery cleared

his throat and stoically delivered the prognosis. Her main coronary artery was 95 percent

occluded; two other major arteries were 75 percent occluded. The doctors did not know if she

would survive emergency triple bypass surgery. However, they were going ahead with the

operation, and they gave her two days to notify her family and get her affairs in order. Danielle

was stunned.Danielle was an ambitious entrepreneur, yet she had been fully committed to

living a healthy life for over ten years, including eating well, or so she thought, having regular

massages and acupuncture and taking plenty of vacations. She could not imagine words like

arteriosclerosis, angina pectoris, or myocardial infarction applying to her. What Danielle had

not known is that, despite all of her healthy pursuits, she had been sowing the seeds of adrenal

burnout for a very long time.Behaviors that are the seeds of adrenal burnoutSkipping meals/

dietingEating processed, junk, or fake foodsNot exercising or exercising too muchAvoiding or

neglecting relaxation and other ways to calm your central nervous systemNot getting enough

sleepBlowing past your own fatigue to finish the day’s workUsing sugar, caffeine, nicotine,

drugs, or herbal stimulants to function at a higher rate when you are already tiredBreathing

shallowly when tense, instead of breathing deeplyExposing yourself to toxins through the

environment, household products, and foodWorryingMentally replaying stressful inner

dialoguesNeglecting fun and relaxing activities that allow you to clear your mindPutting yourself

lastYou may be a perfectionistic mother who leaves little time for herself, an idealistic

schoolteacher who works far too many hours, a student who is hyperfocused on getting and

staying on the dean’s list, or a computer techie who pulls all-nighters while trying to cash in on

the Internet boom. Whatever your dream, it is possible, even probable, that like Danielle you

are sowing the seeds of adrenal burnout without even realizing it.Danielle is a tall, willowy

redhead with intense green eyes and an expansive smile. Born and raised in New York, she

launched her career blessed with inherent talent and drive. Danielle is a self-proclaimed hustler

who has a golden touch. “Everything I tried in my career worked. At eighteen I had my own

clothing boutique; at nineteen I had three boutiques. By twenty-four I was the junior designer

for an elite fashion house. My successes went on like that, so I never could stop. Success was

a blessing and a curse. I was hooked.”In addition to her driving career ambition, in her twenties

after work Danielle flitted from one A-list party to the next or partied all night with the beautiful

people. Smoking cigarettes and drinking coffee gave her an added lift to keep up the frantic

pace. Wherever she went, she left a trail of candy wrappers.Could this be you?DRIVEN: You

love taking risks and rising to challenges. You have great dreams and ambitions. You love an

edgy, alert feeling. Everyday demands and self-imposed goals run you. You are always on the

go. Occasionally you stay up very late at night or even pull all-nighters at work, school, with

your newborn baby, or socializing. You have a lot of energy and are extremely productive.

Because of these pressures and demands, you find you cannot exercise as much as you think

you should—or you exercise to the extreme. You are turning to caffeine and sugar for energy.

You may have taken up smoking cigarettes, perhaps thinking it gives you a boost. Even so, you

feel and look great. Every day is an adventure that you look forward to. Life is a blur of activity,

and you love it.What you may not realize is that while you are engrossed in your happy and



productive lifestyle, your body is scrambling to keep up. Every highly charged situation will

cause an initial adrenaline rush. When the stress continues, the hormones cortisol and DHEA

are next secreted from the adrenal cortex throughout the day and night to help your body

function. The amounts of cortisol and DHEA that are secreted are altered and influenced by

the degree of the intensity of your experiences. When your brain senses greater prolonged

stress, such as staying up until 2 A.M. to meet a deadline, more cortisol and DHEA are

secreted. When that need diminishes, as when you finally go home and go to bed, cortisol and

DHEA levels decline.Figure 2Cortisol and DHEA respond to all of life’s chronic demandsThe

cortisol/DHEA response is good and healthy. During the Driven stage, this response helps

keep you going.Healthy level of cortisolMaintains blood sugar balanceMaintains

energyMaintains healthy blood pressure and fluid balanceDiminishes inflammationProvides

direction to the systems of the bodyRegulates healthy immune responseHealthy level of

DHEADecreases recovery time from exerciseDecreases the risk of cardiovascular

diseaseIncreases human growth hormoneImproves immunityImproves moodIncreases

energyIncreases fat burningIs correlated with longevitySpeeds recovery from surgeryCortisol

and DHEA cannot bail you out indefinitely. Just as you would not rev your car’s engine 24/7,

and just as you regularly maintain your car’s engine, your body, and more specifically your

adrenal glands, need what I call Three Rs: Rest, Repair, and Rejuvenation. When your body is

given the opportunity to relax, biochemical changes occur that foster the nourishment and

rejuvenation of your adrenals and your other vital organs. If your adrenal glands are constantly

churning out stress hormones 24/7 and not given the opportunity to Rest, Repair, or

Rejuvenate, their functional abilities will diminish. You will begin to suffer from insomnia,

fatigue, mood swings, low sex drive, weight gain, water retention, and gastrointestinal

discomforts, to name just a few problems.As you continue to drive yourself, your adrenals will

first decrease DHEA production. Now you have too much cortisol and not enough DHEA. This

is not a good situation because DHEA buffers many of the negative effects of excess cortisol.

For example, cortisol causes muscle wasting, and DHEA stimulates muscle building,

essentially replacing what cortisol has broken down. Increased cortisol suppresses immunity,

whereas DHEA increases immunity. Increased cortisol leads to increased weight gain, whereas

DHEA leads to fat burning and weight loss.Taking DHEA supplements is not the only answer.

Your body functions effectively when all of its systems operate in unison. Increasing DHEA to

match an already high level of cortisol would only accelerate the damage to your adrenal

glands.Excess cortisol results inBone lossDecreased sex driveEmotional mood swings—

depressionIncreasing tendency to type II diabetes and hypertensionGastritisMenstrual

disordersMuscle wastingRecurrent infectionsSlower wound healingThinning of the skin and

connective tissueWater retentionWeight gainMoving into her thirties, Danielle continued her

hectic work life, smoking cigarettes, maintaining heavy sugar consumption, and not making

time to rest or to eat balanced meals. Her first real physical difficulties began in this decade of

her life.At thirty-one, Danielle injured her spine. Perhaps her body was trying to tell her, “I need

you to slow down and start paying attention because I can’t keep up with you. If you don’t start

taking better care of me, things are going to go seriously wrong.” Danielle did not hear or

acknowledge these warnings. After recovering from her spinal injuries, even though she

suffered from numbness in her legs, she did not stop working or even slow down her pace. “I

was designing a ready-to-wear collection for an upcoming European fashion show. I spent a

month working late nights standing up at my worktable, leaning over to work.” Totally

exhausted, she collapsed and reinjured her spine.At this point, if Danielle had stopped to rest,

her adrenal glands would have repaired themselves and been able to support her body.



Instead, for the next five years Danielle depended on sugar, cigarettes, and cocaine, as well as

prescription Quaaludes, muscle relaxants, codeine, and Valium, to get through her busy

days.Could this be you?DRAGGING: You feel less energetic than you used to, so you jump-

start your system in the morning with caffeine. During the day, you eat junk food, such as drive-

through burgers and fries, and sugar, such as white flour products, including bread, bagels,

pretzels, pasta, and donuts. You drink coffee or Diet Coke or use herbal stimulants such as

ephedra or ma huang in an attempt to function at a higher rate. You may even occasionally turn

to higher octane stimulants such as cocaine, Ritalin, Dexedrine, or other amphetamine-like

drugs. At night, to relieve aches and pains or to relax, you may turn to ibuprofen, Pepto-Bismol,

and/or Valium. If you took up smoking in your Driven stage, now you are probably “smoking

more and enjoying it less.” Occasional insomnia stalks you. You are getting a little flabby and

growing love handles. Or maybe you are losing a little bit too much weight. But you can never

be too rich or too thin, right? You keep a light attitude with yourself about losing your edge and

getting older. You are not really worried. You have always come out all right and, after all, you

are not getting older, you are getting better.At this stage you really could improve your health,

but unfortunately most people do not stop to rest, so their decline in health continues. One of

the reasons for this steady decline is that when you do not allow your body time to Rest,

Repair, and Rejuvenate, your body becomes too acidic as a result of remaining too long in

what is known as the sympathetic state.Your autonomic or unconscious nervous system, which

regulates functions such as your intestines, heart, circulation, and glands, has two modalities:

the sympathetic and the parasympathetic nervous systems. During the day, when you are

awake, responding to stress, eating, and on the go, you are predominantly in the sympathetic

state. This is when most of the critical metabolic processes take place within your body. It is

appropriate and necessary to be in a sympathetic state part of the time because your body

needs the operational metabolic processes that take place during this time. But people engage

in behaviors that force their bodies into a constant state of sympathetic dominance. These

behaviors, listed here, place constant extreme demands on your adrenal glands to secrete the

stress hormones adrenaline, cortisol, and DHEA. This constant demand ultimately depletes

your adrenal reserve.Behaviors that result in a state of sympathetic dominanceSkipping meals/

dietingEating processed, junk, or fake foodsNot exercising or exercising too muchAvoiding or

neglecting relaxation and other ways to calm your central nervous systemBlowing past your

own fatigue to finish the day’s workNot getting enough sleepUsing sugar, caffeine, nicotine,

drugs, or herbal stimulants to function at a higher rate when you are already tired Breathing

shallowly when tense, instead of breathing deeplyExposing yourself to toxins through the

environment, household products, and foodWorryingMentally replaying stressful inner

dialoguesNeglecting fun and relaxing activities that allow you to clear your mindPutting yourself

lastThe metabolic processes that take place while you are in a sympathetic state create acids

as byproducts, which make your body more acidic. Although these are natural and necessary

processes, acid is not good for the body, and the body is not meant to stay in an acidic state.

When your body is in a natural, healthy rhythm, the parasympathetic mode, which occurs

predominantly at night, counteracts the sympathetic mode by turning on the repair processes.

These processes rid your body of acid and tend to make your body more alkaline. An alkaline

environment allows all the repair processes, such as making new cells, membranes, tissues,

enzymes, hormones, and neurotransmitters, to continue.It is too simple to say that your body

moves from the sympathetic to the parasympathetic modes only in day and night, respectively.

In every hour your body responds to millions of microinputs throughout your biochemistry. The

ebb and flow of your acidic sympathetic and alkaline parasympathetic modes functions to



maintain an extremely narrow range of pH within the body. Each input adjusts the ebb and flow

of your sympathetic or your parasympathetic mode. It is like having your hands on the steering

wheel of your car. You do not steer in an absolutely straight line—even if the road is relatively

straight and smooth. You constantly make adjustments to the steering wheel. Likewise, your

autonomic nervous system is constantly making adjustments from sympathetic to

parasympathetic mode.When your body’s autonomic nervous system flows from the

sympathetic mode to the parasympathetic mode, it is a time for your body to balance the day’s

acidity. This is known as the alkaline tide.Before electricity, sitting by the light of a fire at night

was a natural way for our ancestors’ systems to change rhythm and to wind down from a day of

work. When the fire burned out after a couple of hours humans went to sleep, and their bodies

flowed gently into the alkaline tide, the natural repair and rejuvenation phase, when cells,

membranes, tissues, hormones, enzymes, and neurotransmitters are regenerated.

Unfortunately, modern humans engage in behaviors such as overwork, lack of rest, eating

processed foods, and consuming caffeine and other stimulants that prevent a proper alkaline

tide, and we become increasingly acidic.The enzymes that direct metabolic processes—those

processes that govern how your body functions—can only operate within a relatively neutral

pH. When you live in an acidic state of sympathetic dominance, your body’s enzymes cannot

do their jobs properly, and numerous metabolic processes such as digestion, making energy,

and repairing muscle are slowed down. Because the human body’s processes are

interdependent, one stalled process affects the next until your entire system becomes bogged

down and sluggish. For example, when your digestive system is bogged down, nutrients do not

get absorbed and your body has less regeneration and repair capabilities. You are likely to

suffer from gastrointestinal problems such as esophageal reflux, bloating, gas, constipation,

and irritable bowel. When your energy-making processes are stalled, your metabolism slows

down. You are likely to gain weight, have less energy, and feel less creative and less

excitement for life. When your body bogs down on rebuilding muscles, your heart could

ultimately become less efficient in pumping blood through your system. This leads to fatigue,

and you could ultimately suffer from congestive heart failure. These three examples

demonstrate how premature aging occurs. When metabolic processes are stymied,

intracellular trash called lipofucsin (lipo few sin) collects in your cells, damaging your system on

a molecular level, accelerating the disease and the aging process.At age thirty-six, Danielle

quit smoking and gave up all stimulants. This was a great thing to do for her body.

Unfortunately, Danielle did not slow down. “I was always on a fast train. While I was physically

in one place I was mentally already at the next. No one could keep up with me. I didn’t want to

stop, and besides, I thought if life really wanted me to stop, it would stop giving me everything.”

True to form, Danielle packed even her mornings with activity, hiring a personal trainer to help

her work out before dawn. She thought she was doing the right thing by exercising. But she

was only getting four or five hours of sleep at night, which prevented her body from flowing into

the alkaline tide to Rest, Repair, and Regenerate. Her body did not have enough time to wind

down and fully enter a parasympathetic state of repair. Then, bouncing out of bed before she

had a chance to repair launched her body back into a full sympathetic state. Danielle spent too

many hours of the day and night in an acidic state of sympathetic dominance.From age thirty-

eight to forty-two Danielle served as the senior designer of another major fashion house. She

had five assistants working under her. Four times a year she traveled from New York to Europe,

where her lines were shown in Paris and Milan. Her appetite for fresh food was gone, and her

cravings for sugar increased. She began to waste away until she was alarmingly thin. Her

memory was foggy, and she could not contain her irritability.On one such trip, as she returned



from Paris, Danielle’s plane was held up on the tarmac for two hours. During the flight Danielle

suffered a severe allergic reaction to the jet fuel fumes she had been exposed to during the

delay. Upon landing, Danielle was taken from the flight in a wheelchair. At that point, even she

began to consider that there might be something terribly wrong.Could this be you?LOSING IT:

You have dark circles under your eyes. Everything you eat seems to turn to fat, or you are

wasting away to skin and bones. Either way, you are looking older. Insomnia is your regular

bedfellow, and you often lie awake worrying about your day or what is coming the next day. Life

is not what it used to be. Exercise is not a meaningful part of the equation. Instead, you grab

whatever time you can on the couch. You are consuming coffee, sugar, and other stimulants

throughout each day in an attempt to keep your edge. Possibly, the dozen times you tried to

give up smoking haunt you, but you try not to think about it. It is hard for you to believe that you

of all people are suffering from acute anxiety—with no immediate cause—shortness of breath,

chest pains that could be mistaken for a heart attack, vertigo, palpitations, nausea, blurred

vision, dread, the feeling that you will lose mental control, and/or feelings of impending death. It

seems like all of a sudden you have environmental sensitivities, and you feel depressed and

moody. In fact, you find yourself snapping at loved ones or colleagues, and this behavior

shocks you. Although your blood tests are normal, you know there is something wrong. At the

same time, you begin to wonder why you are working so hard. Antidepressants may appear to

be your next step.When Danielle realized that she was suffering from allergic reactions to

chemicals in the environment, she quit her job and sought refuge on Martha’s Vineyard, an

island off the southwest coast of Cape Cod, Massachusetts. There, she went on a series of

juice fasts for the next six months.For the next four years, Danielle felt fluish, cranky, and bone

tired. “People have always described me as someone who is full of life. But I didn’t have the

same passion for my life anymore. My irritability bothered me more than ever.”One morning she

awoke and could not get out of bed. At forty-six Danielle had successfully reached the next

stage of adrenal burnout.Could this be you?HITTING THE WALL: Your family and friends are

fed up with hearing you gripe about how exhausted you are, how much you have to work, how

much you hate your work—that you used to love—and how fat you are. A dense fog has settled

over your memory, your emotional tantrums have escalated, and you cannot seem to take your

mind off your worries. Insomnia, nightmares, gastrointestinal problems, allergies, asthma,

headaches, migraines, musculoskeletal pains, back pain, and a stiff neck are all too familiar.

Sleeping pills, antacids, antiinflammatories, cholesterol-lowering medications, blood sugar-

lowering agents, and/or blood pressure medications have become a way of life. The five to ten

cups of coffee and/or caffeinated drinks you drink are barely making it possible for you limp

through the day. At night, the only way to relax seems to be with a couple of drinks. Your

nocturnal treks to the bathroom are becoming increasingly frequent. It seems like fluids go right

through you, and you wonder if your bladder is shrinking. If you are taking antidepressants,

they may no longer be working. You are tense, worried, and frightened. Because you have not

made time for hobbies and recreational activities, you may be isolated from people, except for

work and the occasional obligatory cocktail party. You have no energy for socializing or even for

planning a vacation.Think of your adrenal supply as a reservoir. Like any reservoir, when its

contents are being used, they must be replenished or the reservoir will eventually run dry. Your

adrenal reservoir is depleted by any of the other behaviors that keep you in an acidic state of

sympathetic dominance. As you continue your habits, not realizing that you are draining your

precious adrenal reserves, your adrenal glands will work overtime to keep up. In a constant

state of sympathetic dominance your adrenal glands, weighing less than five grams each, will

actually grow as much as two grams in an attempt to meet the demand. This is a sign that your



body can, to some degree, rise to meet the need. When the demand continues and your

adrenals have reached maximum growth, their abilities and reserve will begin to decline. Even

so, they will keep working until they have atrophied and their reservoir is practically dry. Just as

you did not realize that you were draining your adrenal reserves, you will likely not recognize

the symptoms until you are Hitting the Wall or Burned Out.As you have been in the all-systems-

go mode, the same behaviors that have depleted your adrenal reserves have simultaneously

depleted the reserves of the interconnected, interdependent systems of your body. These

systems include your entire endocrine system—which is one of the major communication

networks within your body—your neurological system, and your immune system, to name a

few. The human body has set standards that all its systems are designed to maintain in an

attempt to keep the body’s processes in a state of status quo, or homeostasis. Although these

systems’ reserves may be greatly depleted, they will continue to work erratically in an attempt

to keep your body in balance.Your body works best when it is humming along with all of its

systems operating efficiently like a finely tuned engine. When your reserves are depleted and

your systems are not operating at capacity, there are consequences: you seem to catch every

virus that comes by, or you have an allergic reaction to something that never bothered you.

Now that your systems are working unreliably in fits and starts, chronic physical and emotional

conditions, illnesses, and diseases are likely to get a foothold.What happens to you when your

adrenal reserves are depletedAnxietyArthritisAutoimmune diseasesChronic

fatigueColitisDepressionEating disordersEscalating allergies, hivesEsophageal

refluxFatigueFibromyalgiaGastrointestinal dysfunctionHeadaches, migrainesHypoglycemia and

type II diabetesInability to make healthy cognitive choicesInfections such as recurrent herpes,

yeast, respiratoryInfertilityInsomnia, fatigueIrrational fearsIrregular mensesLow sex

driveMetabolic problemsMood disordersMuscle spasmsPalpitationsPremature heart

diseaseSciaticaStiff neckSweating (excessive)Temporomandibular joint syndrome (TMJ)Water

retentionWeight gain or weight lossIn 1997 at the end of Fashion Week in Paris, Danielle flew

to Fiji for several weeks to relax. When she returned to New York, she began to notice a

burning sensation in her chest. She had had problems in the past with bronchitis and

pneumonia, and she attributed the discomfort to sensitive lungs and cold weather. She decided

it was time to move west. Danielle settled in La Jolla, California. She was bone tired and

committed to taking six months off work. Her morning walks in the hills became nearly

impossible due to increased burning in her chest and shortness of breath.Through a friend,

Danielle, then forty-seven years old, ended up in my office in Malibu. She walked in and said, “I

think I’m in menopause. I’m sweating all the time. I’m tired and cranky. I’ve always been too thin

and now I’m gaining weight. I’m aging fast and I don’t know what is going on.” She did not tell

me about her chest pain, but because of her family history of heart disease, I suggested she

have an Ultra Fast CAT scan of her heart, which was a new test at the time.Danielle was

leaving the next day for New York and decided to postpone the test until she returned. “I got to

New York and could not walk down three city blocks. I was leaning on buildings—my chest was

burning. I went to a doctor who said, ‘I’m not letting you out of the office until you take

nitroglycerine, and you’re not getting on the plane until you sign a release form, because you

could have a heart attack any minute.’ I said, ‘Don’t be ridiculous.’ ” Danielle left the doctor’s

office and booked a flight to the West Coast.Back in California Danielle told me about her

experience in New York with the “crazy” doctor. I insisted she go for the Ultra Fast CAT scan of

her heart, a procedure that determines the level of artery calcification. Danielle’s score was the

highest the doctor had ever seen. “The doctor told me I was going to have a heart attack any

minute. He said I could walk across the room and keel over and that ‘It will be fatal.’” There was



no more denying that Danielle had reached burnout—at forty-seven years old.Could this be

you?BURNED OUT: This is crisis mode. You cannot get out of bed. You are snapping at the

ones you love. Your creativity is long gone, and you have nothing left to give. You can barely

remember what once made life worth living. Everything you do is a major effort. Although your

doctor may say that your blood tests are normal, you know that there is something seriously

wrong. You feel it. You are feverish, weak, achy. Or worse, cancer, heart attack, or chronic

fatigue has reared its ugly head. Now that your immune system is depleted and behaving

erratically, it can lose the ability to distinguish between normal healthy cells and destructive

foreign invaders. An autoimmune disease is more likely to occur or be exacerbated, such as

thyroiditis, lupus, Crohn’s disease, rheumatoid arthritis, insulin dependent diabetes, Grave’s

disease, myasthenia gravis, interstitial cystitis, or Sjögren’s disease, which causes dry eyes

and mouth. You may have been involved in a major car or other potentially fatal accident that

was the result of fatigue, depression, drinking, or drugs. You are not the same person you once

were, and your family and friends cannot relate to you. You have never been so lonely.For

Danielle, who was used to being in control, having a catheter inserted into her bladder and

being told she could not get out of bed even to pee was unbearable. In the two days before

surgery, Danielle charmed her way into the hospital’s Elizabeth Taylor suite. In addition to

getting her affairs in order and notifying her friends and family, she choreographed elaborate

plans for lunches and refreshments for the stream of supporters she penciled in for post-op

visits. Underneath her drama queen façade, however, Danielle began to consider and reflect

on what was truly important in her life and what was not.The actual surgery was the ultimate

reality check. The surgeons had told her that she would be back on her feet in six weeks, but

six weeks after surgery it still hurt to breathe. Danielle was fragile and weak. Her arduous

recovery lasted over a year. Her denial fading, Danielle wanted desperately to sort out what

had happened to her. “People asked me, ‘How could you have had open-heart surgery after all

the things you did to be healthy?’ I didn’t know,” Danielle said. “I said it must have been stress.

They were shocked, because I don’t think people really believe that stress does these things

even though they hear it all the time. They look at you and say, ‘Yeah, yeah, if you’re stressed,

go to Cancun.’”It is true that Danielle’s stress was a primary contributing factor in her adrenal

exhaustion, which ultimately led to heart disease. However, the path toward adrenal burnout is

paved with more than stress. Danielle had lived on pure sugar for many years in the form of

juice fasts. It has been known for decades that sugar, or foods that rapidly turn into sugar in the

system, such as fruit juice, white flour, pasta, bagels, bread, cookies, and cake, increase the

secretion of the hormone insulin. Prolonged high levels of insulin dramatically cause damage to

the blood vessels, which results in heart disease. Although Danielle went on juice fasts in an

attempt to be healthy, she was literally bathing her cells in sugar and insulin, which resulted in

a continual demand on her adrenals to secret adrenaline, cortisol, and DHEA. This constant

demand eventually depleted her adrenal reserve. She had also engaged in other behaviors

such as overwork, lack of rest, eating candy, and consuming caffeine and other stimulants that

contributed to depleting her adrenal reserve. As her adrenal reserve diminished, the

interconnected systems of her body went into panic mode, trying to keep going. It was only a

matter of time before the years of being in an acidic state of sympathetic dominance caught up

with her.Many of Danielle’s old friends were shocked to hear about what had happened to her.

“It was like I defected from their camp,” Danielle reflected. “Most of my New York friends fell

away. After my operation, their attitude was, come on already, get over it. When are you going

back to work? I knew then why I left New York. If I had stayed, I would have dropped dead on a

city street one day.” Danielle’s friends, who were adrenaline rush junkies themselves, did not



want to face what had happened to Danielle and what could ultimately happen to them. Her

loneliness during her recuperation is typical of the Burned Out stage.The good news was that

as Danielle followed my program of Ten Simple Solutions, she began to heal and her health

improved. At age forty-nine, everything Danielle touches still turns to gold. Her second chance

has given her the opportunity to enjoy activities, such as writing, gardening, and gourmet

cooking, that she had previously ignored in the whirlwind of her life. “When your life passes

before your eyes and you have two days to do your inventory, boy, you really see what matters

and what doesn’t. Three-quarters of the things that I thought were so important meant

absolutely nothing when I thought I was going to lose my life.”Danielle’s story illustrates how

easy it is to slip from one stage to another and how denial prevents all of us from admitting

what we are doing to ourselves. Even when the signs are blatantly apparent to others, we are

usually blind to the clues and resist others’ attempts to help us. Thirty-three-year-old Caitlin

Takahashi is a rep for a film production company in Manhattan. She was working sixty to

seventy hours per week and was developing symptoms of chronic fatigue. “From time to time

my family and friends would mention that I was under a lot of stress and pushing myself too

hard,” Caitlin said. “One day my mother-in-law, in an attempt to be sympathetic, remarked, ‘You

know, you are under a lot of stress and stress can do this to you.’ I turned around and

practically bit her head off. ‘If it were just stress don’t you think I’d be able to do something

about it? If it were that simple, I could just quit my job and then I’d feel fine.’ Of course, I wasn’t

about to drop a successful career, or admit to being so frail that I couldn’t stand a little stress.

Pride and stubbornness sent me straight into denial.” Sound familiar?Over the years I have

seen many people who love the adrenaline rush doing everything they can to squeeze the last

drop of life out of their exhausted adrenals. Many people end up in situations similar to

Danielle’s before they finally realize what they are doing to themselves.You may be far from a

cataclysmic illness. You may be exhausted or chronically constipated or suffering from

heartburn. Whatever your problems, you now have a better understanding of how the

adrenaline rush lifestyle has kept you on the track toward adrenal burnout and what else can

occur if you stay there too long. In addition to the sheer fun of rising to challenges and taking

risks, we all have our own motivations for living an adrenaline rush lifestyle. Sometimes we are

not even aware of what they are. Would you like to know what motivates you?

3PsychogenesWhat drives youIn childhood, just as we inherit our genetic characteristics from

our parents, we learn our beliefs and fears about life and about ourselves. I call these beliefs

and fears our psychogenes.We either learn our psychogenes from our parents or they are

instilled in us by early influences. The psychogene equation ultimately results in illness. Here is

how that works: Let’s say your parents believed that they were destined to be poor and feared

poverty. This belief/fear was the setup for their psychogene equation.Next comes the

corresponding emotion. Your parent’s psychogene led them to fret, worry, and obsess over

their station in life.Your parents then took action to appease that emotion. In an attempt to

make themselves feel better, they worked two jobs and made sure you did your share of

chores around the house. They instilled in you the value of hard work. They did not take

vacations or eat in fancy restaurants. They never seemed to relax and enjoy their lives even as

their bank account grew. Your mother suffered from migraine headaches, and your father had a

bad back.As a young adult you found yourself believing that you had to work hard or you would

never have enough. Your belief led you to worry a little too much about job security and your

future. You stayed on the dean’s list in college and maintained a perfect 4.0 GPA. You went on

to enjoy great success in life. You suffered from migraine headaches and a bad back.You

followed your parent’s psychogene equation:Belief/fear !’ leads to emotion !’ leads to action !’ leads



to illnessRachel Kantor, the fifty-two-year-old woman who moped around in sweats after her

real estate business collapsed, remembered how she acquired her psychogenes. “My parents

came from nothing and their goal was to give their children everything that they never had. I

was never asked to achieve but, thanks to decades of therapy, soul-searching, and

introspection, I now understand that their feelings of fear and desperation simply bled through

from one generation to the other, as if passed from mother to child in the womb.”Rachel’s

parent’s attitudes about success and achievement were the fuel that fired her ambitions. As an

adult, Rachel settled in Los Angeles, “where the quest for money and fame is palpable and

where life’s focus is overtly targeted on strategies to amass your fortune and rise to power.” Her

early success in business only served to confirm her psychogenes.Rachel believed that money

and status equaled happiness and feared that she would be unhappy without them. That led to

fear of failure !’ led to overwork and not eating !’ led to inability to keep going, financial ruin, and

depression.Forty-eight-year-old David Morrow is a businessman, writer, and lecturer. David is

an athletic-looking man, considering his lifestyle. For the last twenty years he has steadily

worked ten, fifteen, and even twenty-hour days. He can count the number of weekends he has

taken off each year on one hand. Until recently, he has scheduled his time with little regard for

his needs such as rest and relaxation. “There are a lot of historical factors extending

throughout my youth that created a sense of insecurity when I wasn’t working really hard at

whatever I was doing. My brother and I learned that if the house wasn’t spotless and

presentable to other people, if our homework wasn’t done, if our car wasn’t washed, there were

consequences. I ultimately developed a belief system that as long as I continued to work hard,

possibly harder than anybody else, I would be safe from my father who could make my home

life very unpleasant with tirades and harsh criticism.”David believed that working harder than

anyone else guaranteed safety. His fear of negativity, tirades, and harsh criticism !’ led to

apprehension that he was not doing enough !’ led to workaholic behavior !’ led to depression.

David’s rigid upbringing taught him that hard work created a sense of safety in the world. “Sure,

it created a sense of safety,” David said. “But it also drove me until I was completely fried. If I

hadn’t backed off, I think it would have killed me.” Had David not recognized his psychogene

and altered his behavior he could have ended up with a heart attack or stroke.Twenty-five-year-

old Jason Wilkes learned from his father that no matter how hard he is on himself, it is not hard

enough. “It has never been an option for me to be anything less than a huge success,” Jason

said. “Growing up I knew that I was going to go to a good high school and a great college and

then kick major butt in business and be successful like my uncles and my father, and make a

name for myself and have a high place in society. Unfortunately I wasn’t very ambitious in

college. I got sidetracked by smoking too much pot and didn’t really pursue school as hard as I

should have. Graduating from college was a major reality check. I did a one-year job at an

investment bank, answering phones, being an assistant. It was extremely humiliating. I felt that

because my ambition kind of dipped in college I hit rock bottom.”It is true that using drugs

dampens ambition and that Jason’s performance in college suffered because of his drug use.

At the same time Jason’s interpretation of “not being very ambitious in college” was getting a

3.5 GPA at one of California’s best universities. The humiliating experience of hitting rock

bottom after college was earning $25,000 answering phones and being an assistant in an

internationally known consulting firm. One year later Jason is earning close to six figures as a

dot com sales rep, yet there remains his father’s nagging voice in the back of his mind

questioning whether he could be doing even better if he had only been more ambitious in

college.Jason believed that no matter how hard he tried, it would not be good enough. His fear

of being thought of as inadequate !’ led to self-doubt about his accomplishments !’ led to working



hard and regularly blowing off steam by drinking heavily with business associates !’ led to back

muscle spasms.Jason is still in the Driven stage. If he recognizes and alters his psychogenes

now, he will probably have a healthy and vital future. If not, his equation could end up in

depression and alcoholism.Danielle, the entrepreneur who had triple bypass heart surgery at

age forty-seven, believed that her self-worth was tied to success and achievement. Her fear

that not gaining larger-than-life status would confirm that she was not valued !’ led to obsession

over achievements !’ led to workaholic behavior !’ led to triple bypass surgery.The

PerfectionistLet’s take a close look at perfectionism—one of the most difficult psychogenes. In

a quest for perfection, forty-seven-year-old Chrisy Morneault has kept up a frantic pace for

twenty-five years. The Morneaults and their three daughters are always well groomed and

neatly dressed. Their house in a Midwestern suburb is as picture perfect as a magazine layout.

The backyard has an unreal quality, as if each blade of grass has been arranged to perfection.

The garage is shipshape perfect. Every room in the house is immaculate and beautifully

decorated. The inside of the refrigerator is germ free. Even the trash under the kitchen sink

seems sanitized.The Morneaults work hard at their home and at their other goals—even if it

means staying up all night. “For many years we had a business cleaning offices,” Chrisy said. “I

worked my daytime job and then the whole family would clean offices from five to eleven at

night. We would get a few hours of sleep and then start all over the next day. On weekends we

would clean our own house and work on our own remodeling projects. We would stay up

around the clock until they were done.”The Morneaults overstretched financially to make their

house, family, and life look perfect. Clothing could not look worn, their cars could not look used,

the yard could not look weathered. When the newness wore off an item, it was replaced. They

continued buying and buying and fixing and fixing so that the exterior of their lives appeared

perfect. Their goal is not necessarily materialism but perfection. To this end, the Morneaults do

not take weekends off. “We have taken vacations, but then we work twice as hard before we go

so that everything is perfect when we come home. When I leave my house on vacation I

literally rake the carpets with a garden rake on my way out of the door so that when I come

back home everything will be perfect. The kids aren’t allowed to go back in even if they forgot

something.”Two years ago the financial pressure to keep her perfect house of cards from

collapsing drove Chrisy to extremes. “For one solid year I worked my daytime office job, then I

would go home and try to sleep for three or four hours and then I would go to my next job on

an assembly line from eleven at night to seven in the morning. I would shower and then go

back to my daytime job.” During that year, the Morneaults continued buying things for their

home and working on the remodeling projects. On the outside, their life appeared perfect. “But

we found that we couldn’t keep the work pace up and everything started to slide. One day my

neighbor stopped by and found me curled up on the kitchen floor in a fetal position. I was so

tired, I just dropped there. I couldn’t even talk.” The pressure was too much for their marriage,

which nearly broke apart. Bills had piled up that they could no longer juggle. The Morneaults

were forced to file for bankruptcy protection, and the house of cards of perfectionism came

toppling down.Chrisy understands how she became a perfectionist. “Since I was very little, I

grew up cleaning and straightening things up—it was a family thing,” Chrisy said. “It was mostly

because of my mother. I always wanted to keep things looking good so that it wouldn’t cause

her to flip out. It was like we didn’t want to give her any reasons.” Chrisy’s mother’s drinking and

suicide attempts, which began when Chrisy was seven, were the source of great anxiety in the

family. Not that keeping the house perfect always kept Chrisy’s mother calm. She would

sometimes “flip out” even if the house was clean and ordered.Chrisy believed that there was

safety in perfection, and her fear of imperfection !’ led to anxiety, nervousness, and jitters when



things were not perfect !’ led to blindly driving herself !’ led to nervous breakdown and

bankruptcy.Perfectionists are the ultimate never-enough personalities. If perfectionism is

wreaking havoc on your health and standing in the way of happiness, the first hurdle is to

recognize the fact that you are a perfectionist.How to recognize if you are a perfectionist___

You will put any amount of energy into the details of a project, wanting everything to be just

so___ You have many ambitious goals that you try to accomplish simultaneously___ You

almost never finish everything you expect to accomplish in one day___ You do not feel a sense

of satisfaction when you accomplish a goal, but rather you pick it apart for its flaws or you are

already thinking of something else that needs to be done___ You never feel satisfied with

yourself___ You are self-critical and unforgiving of your flaws___ You are compelled to work

rather than do something fun___ Even when you are doing something that is supposed to be

fun you turn it into a project/work___ You feel nervous taking time away from work, even if it is

for family fun___ No matter what you do you feel that it is never enough___ You do not feel that

you have high expectations of yourself or that you make unreasonable demands on yourself

even though others tell you that you are too hard on yourselfIf you checked three or more, you

are probably a perfectionist. The next step is to admit how exhausting, depleting, and defeating

your quest for perfection is and that no matter how perfect you become, you will never satisfy

your own critical voice. Perfectionists often set self-defeating goals. “I always think that I am

going to have more hours during the day to get things done,” Chrisy said. “I might have ten jobs

on a mental list that I think should be done that day. Maybe I get five of them done and then I

get really depressed that I didn’t get the other five done because I think that I should have

been able to fit all of those into my twenty-four-hour day.”When it comes to change, we all need

easy objectives. When we set reachable goals we can see and feel good about incremental

progress, which makes us feel better about our lives and ourselves. Making successful

changes gives us the incentive to attempt even more changes. No matter what psychogene

drives you, change is a step-by-step process. Even small steps will take you closer to your

goal. This is why I designed the Ten Simple Solutions.These Simple Solutions will do more

than change the exterior of your life. You can influence your biochemistry as well. In fact, you

have more control over what goes on inside your body than you may believe.You Can Influence

Your Body’s BiochemistryWhen I went to medical school it was believed that a human being

consisted of two separate entities, mind and body. The mind was thought to consciously control

functions such as the musculoskeleton system, allowing us to flex our muscles and move our

arms at will. Other processes of the body, such as our heartbeat, the secretion of hormones,

the regulation of antibodies by our immune system, and so on were viewed as completely out

of our conscious sphere of influence. It was believed that one could not cross the chasm

between the mind and body. This belief has changed radically, thanks to the field of

psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) (sigh ko nur-o im you nol agee), which studies the relationships

that exist between the central nervous system, the autonomic nervous system, the endocrine

system, the immune system, and the mind. The study of PNI has helped us understand that

our thoughts and beliefs can influence our heart rate, blood pressure, digestion, and immunity

and ultimately all of our bodily functions. This is exactly what a lie detector is based on. PNI

has demonstrated that the mind and body are not only linked but are one and the same.Your

body’s biochemistry is heavily influenced by what you think, feel, and believe. It is not so black

and white that we can say that X belief or fear produces Y neurotransmitter, which leads to Z

illness. There is no set equation that we can say results in a specific neurotransmitter being

created. We do know that if we think enough negative thoughts, we will create unhealthy

neurotransmitters that will result in mental depression and illness. For example, if you



continually think I am not safe in the world unless I work constantly, this belief will deplete

healthy, calming neurotransmitters. With fewer calming neurotransmitters, your beliefs and

fears can run wild.

Tired of Detroit Tigers, Tired of housing prices, Tired of Philadelphia Eagles

Maris A, “Repetitive, but Immensely Useful. By the time I finished reading I never wanted to

see the words "parasympathetic" and "alkaline" again. However once you get past the author's

need to constantly tie everything together (we really get the point by chapter four, I swear) you

will find a simpler-than-it-looks guide to finding your way back from debilitating burn out. As a

person burned out while reading, I recommend reading this with a small notebook or note app

and jotting down the steps tailored for your level of tired as you go, as it can seem

overwhelming at first. What will seem like a labyrinth of material will open up to a very simple

guide that you can start immediately and add steps as you continue to work thru the book.”

Ed Barton, “Are YOU Tired of Being Tired??. Dr. Hanley sheds a bright light on common

misconceptions of dealing with stress and burnout in this easy to read and invaluable book.

Focusing on the concept of adrenal burnout - where the body's reaction to stress is to release

adrenaline, and eventually the adrenal glands exhaust themselves and the body stops

responding to the stimulus and causes the traditional "burned out" feeling to arise.Dr. hanley

provides a simle, if perhaps simplistic, self-assessment tool to identify the level of burn out that

you are experiencing. She then provides "Ten Simple Solutions" to managing the burn out

feeing and managing the healing process. These 10 solutions are:*How, what and when to

eat*How, when and how much to exercise*How to calm the central nervous system*Paying off

your sleep debt*Eliminating sugar and stimulants*Effective nutritional

supplimentation*Breathing techniques*Understanding hidden environmental toxins*Have fun in

the process*Cultivate an environment of self fulfillmentThe "Simple" solutions are geared

toward your level of burnout, and while the solutions are simple, their implementation is

challenging and requires a change in lifestyle to be effective.The book is a great read, and

gives practical, simple and also challenging approaches to health and regaining your energy

levels.  A must read.”

Kim, “just what I needed. This book was recommended by Amazon and I am so grateful to

have bought it. I have been basically "fried" by my job and I was aware I felt horrible but had

no idea what was happening inside my body as a result of all the stress I was enduring.

Written by a physician and yet simple and clear, I learned enough from reading this book to

begin to make the changes she suggested and get serious about healing my body. I still have

a very stressful job but I am feeling better, eating better and no longer reach for junk,(my usual

answer to my busyness and hunger) as I understand not only what it does to the outside of my

body, I understand what it does to the inside! I highly recommend this book and am buying it

for the busy women I love!”

S. Ellis, “This book changed my life.. I know lots of people say that about things, that they

change their lives, and it sounds hokey. In this case, however, it's true. I have been taking

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/xbMBJ/Tired-of-Being-Tired-Nancy-Deville


medication for my always borderline high blood pressure for the last 5 or 6 years and, for the

past year or so, feeling exhausted all of the time. Not to mention a host of other symptoms that

go along with the "Hitting the Wall" state as Dr. Hanley calls it. In 2 weeks of following her

suggestions, which include diet changes (One of her instructions is "Eat, eat, eat, all day

long."), relaxation, rest and a number of other things, my blood pressure is low enough that my

doctor took me off of my medication. I couldn't believe it! I also have more energy and am

sleeping better.  I would recommend this book to anyone who's feeling exhausted or burnt out.”

emilythebunny, “A Wake Up Call. This author starts the book with a very compelling example of

a rather young woman with heart disease caused by stress. I said stress. Not poor diet. Not

lack of exercise. But stress.This author explains that stress can slowly destroy your body. She

has come up with a scale to help determine how stressed your body is. Then, she tells you

what you should and should NOT do based on how badly your body is run down. For example,

if you are extremely run down, you are not supposed to be doing vigorous exercise as it would

do more harm than good.I thought that her guidelines for recovery were pretty straightforward

to follow and have forced me to evaluate my activities and eliminate the extraneous ones so

that I have enough time to sleep and prepare healthy meals.I have read hundreds of health

books over the years, and this is the first book that actually explained in detail what stress does

to your adrenal glands, how to determine how run down your body is, and simple steps to take

to help your body recover.”

phoot, “Great Seller. The book was exactly like the seller said it would be. No marks or

highlighting. Came the time I was told it would. I would buy from this seller again”

Jacky, “This should be required reading for all MD's in this field and probably all fields because

it relates to everything.. Great book! I am happy that I remembered that Dr. Hanley was an

expert on this from having talked to her many years ago because my endocrinologist knew

absolutely nothing about it! This is a lifesaver and a game changer. I think all doctors should be

required to know about this personally. It was a big miss and it literally could've cost me my life

if I hadn't looked further on my own and found  this book.”

Kelly, “Detailed, helpful info. I borrowed this book from the library before buying (as I often do)

and found myself wanting to write down the info at the end of every chapter-action steps for

overcoming adrenal fatigue. It was then that I realized I needed to buy this book!There's a test

to measure your level of fatigue and then customized action steps at the end of each chapter,

based on your results. The information is detailed enough to be helpful, but not so much as to

be too technical.”

m j mathieson, “Very helpful book.. Working my way through this book and finding it really

helpful. Ok so we know ourselves deep down and old habits of working round the clock die

hard, but this book makes you face the facts that you have only yourself to blame and only you

can make it better and gives concrete strategies to follow.”

Mo, “Excellent. Excellent”

D Allison, “Four Stars. typo too small”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Jesse Lynn Hanley's medical explanations regarding the reason many



diets .... Jesse Lynn Hanley's medical explanations regarding the reason many diets don't work

is eye opening!! Makes complete sense and I've never heard it explained this way! It's a book

that everyone can benefit from!”

The book by Nancy Deville has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 76 people have provided feedback.
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